openMDM-ul.zip is deployable as static content on a webserver.
openMDM-war contains the business logic (incl. using the fulltext search).
searchIndexer-war updates the fulltext index.
openMDM database stores configuration data (e.g., user properties, content of baskets).

### Summary

- **Hardware System**: Client (Windows), Execution Unit, Browser.
- **Web Profile Container**: Container, Web Profile Container.
- **Deployment Units**:
  - OpenMDM-war:
    - OpenMDM-api
    - OpenMDM-logic
  - OpenMDM-indexer-war:
    - Indexer
  - ODS Adapter:
    - ODS Adapter
  - ODS Notification:
    - ODS Notification
  - AngularJS
  - JAX-RS
  - JPA
- **Database Server**:
  - openMDM Database Server (relational)
  - openMDM Prefs
- **IIS 7 / AppServer_JDK8**:
  - JEE 7 / AppServer JDK 8
- **Others**:
  - CORBA
  - HTTPS

### Key Points
- **Deployment**:
  - openMDM-war contains the business logic (incl. using the fulltext search).
  - searchIndexer-war updates the fulltext index.
  - openMDM database stores configuration data (e.g., user properties, content of baskets).

### Technologies Used
- AngularJS
- JAX-RS
- JPA
- OpenMDM-api
- OpenMDM-logic
- OpenMDM-indexer-war
- ODS Adapter
- ODS Notification
- CORBA
- HTTPS

### Additional Notes
- openMDM-ul.zip is deployable as static content on a webserver
- openMDM-war contains the business logic (incl. using the fulltext search)
- searchIndexer-war updates the fulltext index
- openMDM database stores configuration data (e.g., user properties, content of baskets)